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EDUCATION 
Columbia University, Graduate School of Arts & Sciences                2019 - 2020 
 Degree: M.A. in Political Science 
University of Virginia, College of Arts & Sciences                 2015 - 2019 
 Degree: B.A. with Honors in English Literature & Politics (Foreign Affairs) 

Awards: Dean’s List, Distinguished Major, High Honors  
Cumulative GPA: 3.829 

RESEARCH & INTERNSHIPS  
UVA Politics Department                           2018 - 2019 

• Acted as primary research assistant to Professor Larycia Hawkins  
• Created interview protocols for Tea Party leaders and supporters in Virginia; discussed literature review for her book 

prospectus; and compiled and summarized secondary sources on conservative reproductive politics 
UVA Initiative on Religion Politics and Conflict                  2018 - 2019 

• Collaborated with intern team to better refine original methodology of speech analysis for the Initiative’s new American 
political discourse podcast project, The Science of the Deal 

• Scored speeches given by prominent political figures and discussed findings on podcast 
Jefferson’s List                                                                               Summer 2018 

• Aided in market develop for Jefferson’s List, a start-up firm at the intersection of business and politics 
• Expanded the company’s social media presence and public relations in Philadelphia, PA; and wrote current event opinion 

articles and blog posts for the website  
Danish Institute for Study Abroad                      Summer 2017 

• Studied urban politics, human trafficking, and the sex trade in Amsterdam and Copenhagen 
• Conducted field research for a contemporary case study on women’s issues and pitched a responsive grant proposal 

CURA Strategies                          Summer 2016 
• Worked on site in Arlington, VA at CURA Strategies, a public relations and communications agency, for 40 hours/week 
• Conducted research and produce opinion editorials on the opioid epidemic for The Kennedy Forum, monitored news outlets, 

wrote daily reports, and drafted project outlines for clients 

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 
Read Ahead                          2019-present 

• Volunteer with a partner organization of Columbia University: Read Ahead (a non-profit, reading-based mentorship program 
that leverages corporate resources for community impact in NYC elementary schools)  

• Support a child from a chronically under-resourced public school in Harlem through weekly reading sessions October-May 
by reading books together and developing social-emotional skills essential for academic and life-long success 

Sneathern for Congress Campaign                                  2018 - 2019 
• Strategized policy platforms for Andrew Sneathern’s campaign to win the 5th District of Virginia 
• Assisted Sneathern’s team with debate and speech prep, attended meet-and-greets and caucuses, and initiated voter outreach  

United Nations Foundation: Girl Up,                                     2016 - 2019 
• Advocated policy change, helped raise funds, and spread awareness for the empowerment of adolescent girls through joint 

UN programs in Guatemala, Liberia and India 
• Acted as Projects and Fundraising Chair for two years, which involved creating presentations and facilitating discussions for 

weekly campus meetings, as well as organizing local projects for the program (ie panel talks and collection drives)  
UVA Women’s Leadership & Development Program, Board Member               2015 - 2018 

• Empowered female peers in program through group talks about academic success and professional growth  
• Networked with female role models from the Charlottesville and UVA alumni communities 

PUBLICATIONS & ARCHIVED WORK 
“Contemporary Civic Poetry: Black Bodies in the U.S. Politic.” 2019. UVA English Department Archives.      

mailto:mafriedhoff@gmail.com


• Developed a 90-page thesis for the English Department’s Distinguished Majors Program on four poets and the recurrent 
themes of Black racial politics in their work; worked closely with advisor, Professor Victoria Olwell, for insight and 
mentorship throughout independent study; presented thesis essay to the Departmental Honors Committee, underwent three 
faculty evaluations, and awarded 2nd place 

“Queer Communities of Color: a Case Study on the University of Virginia.” 2019. Albert & Shirley Small Special Collections Library 
Archives. 

• Designed qualitative interviews with UVA students and administrators and searched primary source archives for a 35-page 
term paper in a 4000 level Comparative Politics Seminar titled “Identity Politics” 

 “School Floors” and “Wish Fulfillment.” 2019. The Foundationalist. 
• Published two poems in The Foundationalist, an intercollegiate undergraduate English journal based out of Bowdoin College 

& University of California, Davis 
“Bouge Disgust.” 2019. 4: An Anthology of Fourth-Year Writing.      

• Published one short story in an anthology edited and sponsored by UVA’s Creative Writing Program 
“Sustainable Sand Castles: A New Perspective on NJ Beach Development.” 2016. NJ Spotlight. 

• Published an opinion editorial article online through NJ Spotlight, a website that delivers news and analysis about politics and 
public policy in New Jersey 
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